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Guiding Principle

If you want to swim fast with technique, then 
you must train fast with technique.
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Hierarchy of Importance in 
Sports Sciences

1. Biomechanics 
 Technique

2. Psychology
 Mental control and intrinsic rewards

3. Physiology
 Conditioning 

Sokolovas Study – USA Swimming FHS Swim Fast

Removal of Irrelevant Activities



USRPT – The Basics
 A new way to approach swim training
 Grounded in sports science (Brent Rushall, Ph.D)

 Maximizes Principle of Specificity

 Individualized training for all swimmers

 Potentially good for High School teams
 17/20 swims are 50s or 100s
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Principle of Specificity

Neuromuscular Adaptation
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What is Race Pace Training?
 If you want to swim a certain time in a meet, you must 

train your mind and muscles (neuromuscular 
adaptation) to swim that way in practice.

 Swimming at a slower pace will only teach your body 
and muscles to swim slower than you desire.

 In USRPT, coaches design and individualize sets with a 
very specific race and pace in mind for each swimmer.

 Training at the pace that is the same as the way you 
race is called “Race Pace Training”.

Remember… If you want to swim fast, you must train fast.



Race Pace Example
 FHS new freshman (Abbie) joins the team 
 Swam 1:03 in 100 free at BVSSL championships. 
 She is happy… but wants to go faster.

 Along with her coaches, Abbie sets three goals for 100 free:
 Swim 1:00 at BoCo meet
 Swim 0:58 at League Meet
 Hang a state cut banner at South for her 100 free early in her Soph

year

 USRPT plan individualized to meet Abbie’s 1:00 BoCo goal
 Train to be able to swim 20 25s @ 15 secs (1:00/4) or faster every 30 

secs
 Train to able to swim 10 50s @ 30 secs (1:00/2) or faster every 50 

seconds



Abbie’s USRPT Plan
 Part 1: Early, pre-BoCo training
 12-15 25s @ 17 secs or faster every 35 secs; three of fewer failures 

to swim faster than 17 seconds
 6-8 50s @ 35 secs or faster every 60 seconds; three of fewer failures 

to swim faster than 35 second

 Part 2: Refine Abbie’s training to increase reps, lower interval and/or 
lower race pace
 15-18 25s @ 16 seconds every 30 secs; three or fewer failures
 8-10 50s @ 32 seconds or faster every 50 secs: three or few failures

 Part 3: Continue to individual Abbie’s race pace training to swim 1:00 
 18-22 25s @ 15 secs every 30 secs; two or fewer failures
 9-12 50s 2 30 secs every 50 secs; two of fewer failures

In each part, Abbie is teaching her mind and muscles to swim faster and faster.  If she 
acheives Part 3 prior to BoCo, we can vritually assure her she will swiim 1:00 or faster in 
her 100 free. Why? Abbie is training at the pace she will race. Her mind and muscles 
know how to swim 1:00 because she has been training this way. That’s USRPT.  It works!!



Key USRPT Training Aspects at FHS
 Race pace goals (previous example) will be individualized for each swimmer for each race based 

on their meet goals

 USRPT sets are 3-5 times the race distance
 150 – 250 total yards for 50 yard races
 300 – 500 total yards for 100 yard races
 600 – 1000 total yards for 200 yard races

 Rest intervals are generally 15 secs for 25 yard race pace sets and 20 secs for 50 and 75 yard race 
pace sets 
 We never swim more than 75 yard reps in any set
 Many of our 100 yard stroke swimmers never swam more than 25 yard reps in  USRPT sets 

(and still set PRs and qualified for State!)

 If you fail to achieve your race pace any time during the set, we ask you to sit out the next rep.

 If you fail two reps in a row or three throughout the set, we ask you so sit out the rest of the set.  We 
don’t want you swimming slow.



Key USRPT Training Aspects at FHS
 We don’t do a lot of slow-swimming stroke drills.  We believe it better to 

refine stoke technique at race pace.

 We generally swim 2 or 3 USRPT sets each day. Our yardage is much lower 
than traditional training.  

 We work diligently on race quality skills (starts, turns, underwaters, 
breakouts, relay exchanges, etc).

 We provide a lot of real time feedback to each swimmer throughout the day.

 Our warm-ups are short.  We’d rather practice swimming fast.

 Our recovery sets are quick and specific to the next set.

 We don’t use a lot of props in our swimming.  Our drylands are minimal.

 We strive for excellence every day… and have fun doing it!



USRPT Example

RP 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 …
Ellie 14 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔

OZ 15 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔

Teresa 15 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Caitlin 15 ✔ ✔ ✖ ✔ ✔ ✖

Kyla 17 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

…

Twenty-two 25s freestyle at race pace every 30 seconds
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Success is failure; Failure is success



Typical FHS Practice
 Short warm-up

 Specific skills (starts, turns, underwater kicks, break 
outs, and finishes)

 USRPT Set #1 (Most important set)

 Recovery #1

 USRPT Set #2

 Recovery #2

 Stroke lanes
Three days a week we substituted a third USRPT set for Skills session
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USRPT vs Traditional Training
USRPT Traditional

Physiology At race pace Various speeds and 
distances

IndividualizedTraining Yes, each swimmer has 
a goal; accountability No, one size fits all

Technique At race pace; every
swim, every set

Deteriorates with 
yardage

Staleness More energetic, more 
rested swimmers

Glycogen depletion;
fatigue

Yardage Yardage at race pace = 
key to success

Emphasis on total 
yardage

Swim Aids No Paddles, fins, pull 
buoys, kick boards
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USRPT vs Traditional Training
USRPT Traditional

Warm-up Short
Get to the USRPT set Long

Drylands None, except for injury 
prevention/rehab Heavily emphasized

Weightlifting No!! Strength means better 
performance 

Drills Beginners and          
stroke remediation Yes

Taper Not as important Once or twice per 
season

Injuries More force,             
but less reps

Swimmers shoulder 
from repetitive motion

Swimmers Psych Fun!
High energy workouts Can be very boring
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USRPT Physiological Changes
 Principle of Specificity maximized

 Metabolic adaptations
 Reduces glycogen depletion
 Consistent blood lactate changes during reps and comparable 

to meet race swimming
 Increased maximal oxidative capacity, not just VO2 max 

(aerobic capacity)

 Neuromuscular adaptations
 Enhances Type II fibers to be recruited maximally
 Trains specific and fast recruitment activation from the brain to 

the muscle

FHS Swim Fast
Evidence-based coaching grounded in science



Michael Andrew – USRPT Poster Boy
75+ National Age Group Records: Back, Breast, Fly, Free, IM 
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Experimenting with USRPT at FHS
 Highest number of non-USS state qualifiers ever (12)

 Success for USS swimmers who practiced regularly at Fairview

 Faster swimming throughout the season, not just for League meet

 Intimidating to new/novice swimmers

 More times dropped by more swimmers (anecdotal)

 Few shoulder issues (anecdotal)

 Less glycogen depletion resulting in more alert and ready-for-next-
practice swimmers
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2014 FHS Boys Team Experience
 Most state qualifiers in school history (20)

 Nine non-USS state qualifiers
 State champion in 100 free who implemented USRPT as key part of his training 

program

 Worked for all strokes, maybe better for sprinters

 Sitting out when you miss important for all, but especially sprinters

 Race pace 75s key to 200 yard freestyle success

 Difficult to implement for 500 yard freestyle

 Frequent practice and buy-in to USRPT concept key to high performer success

 Motivated, happy swimmers throughout year; no ultra-tired or burned-out swimmers

 Low injury rate; few, if any, shoulder issues

 High performing team; third at State Meet; six school records
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Stay Tuned, More to Come…
 Swimming World and SwimSwam articles

 Dialog with other coaches using USRPT

 USRPT.com

 National presentations

 Ongoing debate between adopters and traditionalists

 Focus group with swimmers

 Statistical study needed

 Refine USRPT program for next year
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#USRPT
Trust Your Training
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